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Laser Measurement Systems: Best Practices
When purchasing a laser, learning how to apply, troubleshoot, and evaluate that device is very
important.
By John McCauley, Ophir
Given the pace at which technology advances, there always seems to be a learning curve. With the abundance of
consumer electronics available, there typically is no right or wrong way to use these devices — the choice usually comes
down to the method that best suits the end user. However, when purchasing a highly advanced device for use in the
workplace, such as a laser, learning how to properly apply, troubleshoot, and evaluate that device becomes very
important.
As for products that measure a laser’s performance, the applica@on can be tricky and some@mes overwhelming,
especially if the user is unfamiliar with a speciﬁc measurement product, the respec@ve laser system or both. This ar@cle
will detail why a laser’s performance is important for industrial laser materials processing, and will serve as a guide for
the right and wrong ways to apply, ascertain, evaluate, and take ac@on on the laser performance data gathered.
Understanding all of this ul@mately will help determine the eﬃciency of your laser. It also will be beneﬁcial if you’ve had
problems with your laser system but didn’t know where to start troubleshoo@ng, or if you’ve spent more @me than
should have been required to develop any speciﬁc laser applica@on.

Power Density
When discussing laser applica@ons, regardless of how the laser is used, it is impera@ve to understand how the laser is
interac@ng with the material being processed. Power density typically is expressed in W/cm² and represents the
measurement of how the laser is interac@ng with the material to which it is applied. This measurement is determined by
evalua@ng two key laser performance characteris@cs.
First, the output power directed at the material being processed is measured by assessing how much laser light is being
supplied by the en@re laser system. This quan@ﬁca@on can be a measure of con@nuous wave power if the laser is not
pulsed or, if the laser is pulsed, an average power measurement (if pulse energy is measured, the term for how the laser
is applied to the material is “energy density”). Secondly, the measurement of the diameter of the focused laser spot is
taken to determine the area in which the laser’s focus has been concentrated.
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If either of these measurements changes, it can aﬀect how the laser is interac@ng with the material being processed.
These two characteris@cs can change for a number of reasons, which is why it’s important to measure them oRen. For
example, if the turning mirrors or any other op@cs in the beam’s path become contaminated, two things could happen.
For one, laser output power could drop, resul@ng in a decrease in overall power density. Alterna@vely, the loca@on of the
laser’s focused spot could ﬂuctuate, resul@ng in a change in power density. In either event, the laser is not interac@ng
with the process as it was designed to do.
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Figure 1. A laser beam focus spot shi<s from the red marker, where the spot started, to the green marker,
where the spot is currently located.

High-Power Laser Challenges
As you might imagine, precau@ons must be taken when measuring a laser’s performance, especially given the possible
adverse eﬀects to the eyes or skin. In addi@on, the higher the laser power, the more challenging its measurement
becomes.
Laser OEMs con@nue to improve the technology that supplies laser light, increasing wall-plug eﬃciency while decreasing
cost of ownership and maintenance-related down@me. However, that doesn’t change the fact that lasers and the
systems into which they are integrated are made of physical components. Physical components always will degrade over
@me and, as a result, so too will the en@re laser system — especially if the system is not properly maintained.
Components such as mirrors and op@cs will age and also have the poten@al to become dirty. When that happens, their
performances will deteriorate or, at @mes, catastrophically fail. When performance diminishes and results in a loss of
laser power, the laser operator’s reac@on oRen is to ramp up the power, ignoring the underlying problem. This ac@on will
not solve the problem; ul@mately, @me and money will need to be spent to correct the problem. When the laser no
longer performs as it should, its parts should be scrapped. In a produc@on environment, lost @me and money are never
good.

Laser CharacterisDcs to Be Measured
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Today’s performance measurement products can gather all kinds of informa@on. Laser output power is a good indicator
of the system’s overall performance. Tracking this measurement over @me gives engineers or technicians the informa@on
they need to determine when correc@ve ac@on is necessary. However, laser power does not tell the en@re story about
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the system’s behavior.
Beam proﬁling is an important set of measurements. Along with the visual representa@on of how the laser’s beam is
sized and shaped, other useful measurements can be generated. These may include ellip@city, Gaussian or top-hat ﬁt,
beam propaga@on ra@o, or the beam parameter product. Laser spot, or beam waist size and @me-based loca@on of the
focused spot, along with laser output power over @me, also are cri@cal measurements to be taken when trying to
understand the laser’s interac@on with the process.

Figure 2. 2D and 3D beam proﬁles of a laser’s raw beam. EllipDcity: 97%; Gaussian goodness of ﬁt: 90%.

When components start to age and become contaminated, thermal eﬀects become more of a factor. When losses occur
due to contamina@on, laser components can change shape. Even the slightest changes can result in a shiR of the laser’s
focused spot loca@on. When this happens, the beam size being applied to the process will increase, resul@ng in a
rela@vely lower power density. Dynamic focused spot loca@on should be measured periodically in order to ensure
op@mal laser system performance.
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When working with pulsed lasers, the @me dura@on of the pulse and the pulse shape oRen are good indicators of how
eﬃciently the laser’s pulsing technique is performing. The programmed pulse shape, pulse dura@on and the pulse
frequency (i.e., repe@@on rate) should be measured periodically and compared with the laser’s se^ngs.
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Performance Measurement Techniques
The need to measure laser performance is as old as the laser itself. There have been many tools and techniques that
have served the industry well, and they s@ll are in use today but may not be providing the complete story of how your
laser is performing. Some laser engineers s@ll use simple, convec@on-cooled thermopile devices, known as “power
pucks.” Similar in nature to a meat thermometer, the element is placed in the beam’s path and away from the focused
spot, and the laser is ﬁred for a given amount of @me. The device then presents a number — either a temperature
reading or an output reading, the la_er of which is measured in wa_s. While this can indicate how the laser is
performing at that point in @me, the data usually is incomplete because the data does not include what laser power is
doing over a long period of @me.
Electronic power measurement gives the engineer a be_er indica@on of how the laser is behaving. A water-cooled
thermopile sensor allows for the collec@on of laser power measurement data throughout the course of several minutes.
This sensor, coupled with either a meter or interface to a local PC or laptop, provides a graph of how laser power changes
during this @me period. The equipment can also be integrated into the laser cell to give feedback to the robot or PLC to
give the operator an alert of needed maintenance. Dynamic trends in laser power tell the engineer what might be wrong
with a laser. For instance, a consistently low laser power — in the range of 10% to 15% or so — indicates that op@cs
should be cleaned or changed; a drop in laser power over a few seconds indicates a damaged or well-aged op@c in the
beam’s path; and erra@c power readings could indicate something wrong with the laser source, such as a faulty power
supply or a resonator gas leak.

The Challenge of Legacy Beam Proﬁling Techniques
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Legacy beam proﬁling techniques such as burn paper, acrylic blocks and ﬂuorescent plates are s@ll in use today. Again,
though, they oRen provide an incomplete analysis because it is only an indica@on of how the laser is behaving at that
point in @me, usually only at the beam-on @me. Electronic beam proﬁling techniques employing imaging cameras or
scanning slit proﬁling systems provide the engineer with the means to collect valuable informa@on about the laser’s
behavior over @me, as well as industry-accepted measurements and calcula@ons on the data collected.
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Figure 3. A scanning slit beam proﬁling system with a beam sampling opDc taking measurement on
a mulD-kilowaU ﬁber laser used for welding.

Instead of informa@on that can be interpreted subjec@vely by the person performing the analysis, objec@ve data analysis
can be compared against set industry standards.
In contrast to power pucks, burn paper and acrylic blocks, camera-based and scanning slit beam proﬁling systems collect
relevant and dynamic laser performance data that can be recorded or stored for later reference or oﬄine analysis. By
collec@ng data over the course of several seconds or minutes, the laser engineer can iden@fy trends in beam sizes, beam
shapes, and focused beam loca@ons to best analyze problems the laser system might be having.
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Beam proﬁling applied to high-power lasers has become complicated, as the powers of around 1-µm wavelength lasers
con@nue to climb. However, the introduc@on of noncontact beam proﬁling systems has enabled laser engineers and
technicians to analyze high-power lasers without fear of damaging any components that might be in the beam’s path.
These devices analyze the beam caus@c, or the beam radius, around the waist so that the user can view and measure not
only focused spot size, but also its @me-based loca@on with respect to the process. As thermal eﬀects on the laser can
cause a shiR in the focused spot, the devices allow the technician to quan@fy the shiR and be_er determine whether any
ac@on should be taken to minimize the laser’s shiR.
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Figure 4. Ophir's noncontact beam analyzer, BeamWatch, takes beam proﬁle measurements on
an addiDve manufacturing laser system.

In-Process and At-Process Laser Measurement
When it comes to measuring a laser, one must decide when and how oRen the measurements should take place.
Although the decision typically is based on user preference, two diﬀerent systems are generally recommended: Inprocess and at-process measurement systems. Both systems have their own advantages and drawbacks.
In-process laser measurement usually consists of a measurement system that is permanently integrated into the en@re
laser system. The technique uses a sample por@on of the laser beam somewhere along the beam’s path (usually close to
the object being processed) and can provide con@nual, closed-loop feedback to the laser operator or the logical system.
However, because of how the beam is sampled, it cannot analyze the en@re system; the beam aRer the point where the
sample is taken is not part of the analysis. Unfortunately, most problems with the laser system occur very close to the
processing area.
At-process laser measurement, on the other hand, analyzes the en@re laser system at once. At the laser’s worksite, the
beam is directed into the analysis system, which could typically consist of a power- or energy-measurement system, a
beam proﬁling system, and a temporal pulse shape measurement system. All of these work in tandem to perform the
en@re analysis. Even though these products could be integrated into the cell for rela@vely easy measurement, the
disadvantage to this approach, though, is that the laser system usually must be taken out of produc@on to set up the
measurement systems and to perform the respec@ve analysis.
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There are many challenges that come with laser materials processing. Understanding how your laser is performing
should not have to be one of these hurdles. The tools that perform laser measurements give the user a means to
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accomplish more thorough applica@on development and successful laser system integra@on, as well as to help in the
implementa@on of a more comprehensive laser maintenance program.
Addi@onally, benchmarking an eﬃcient laser process provides the user with the op@on to return to a deﬁned laser
behavior se^ng in the event that laser system’s physical components deteriorate or fail. Laser performance
measurement products and techniques have evolved throughout the years, and dynamic data collec@on and analysis
systems oﬀer a more complete story of how a laser system is behaving.
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